I think we could, or should write a book on the subject, if time allows at some point...

Most people don't know anything pretty much anymore. But what Google says, what they have heard, or what they saw at Netflix. By rumor, lack of education, forcible jewish removal of knowledge and bastardization of it, and the potent disease of 'egotism' that makes all the stupid think they know it all Gentiles have been turned a few thousand years after their history, to attack the Gods whom they have been praising for hundreds of centuries. Talk about how the children of the Gods are turned against them...By deceptive jews.

This is to fairly quickly debunk the lies about the meme that some uneducated people try to spew. That somehow, the Spiritual Satanist Demons, and even so Satan Himself, do come from "JEWISH" names and/or are coming from a jewish source. Of course the people spreading these lies are probably jews themselves, pushing the torah pretty much, and denying all evidence, the usual of their race.

Basically, it's just jews lying to everyone based on their extensive lies, with which they have covered up Truths that are harder to find for people who never study, or bother. Therefore, shills, trolls, and other jews just try to lie to people. To do what again?

Keep them away of their Gods, or at least, misdirected. All of us know here what the jews did. Being the parasites as they were, they always attached themselves to civilizations they have been, amassing, stealing and reversing their culture to create what is known as "Judaism" today. They have been in many, if not all, Ancient Civilizations. This took thousands of years obviously, and didn't happen overnight.

Judaism was later re-invented in what is known as Christianity, so that the "Goyim" or Gentiles, would basically turn to hate their own Gods. Then they also formulated Islam of the same exact reason. Gentiles as such, remained powerless, as the connection with their Gods was the most important thing and their power.

Let us not forget. Goetia, comes from GOY, which means, NON-jew. Therefore, Goetic Demons does simply mean, the Gods of the non-jews. Demons is the ACTUAL term for GOD in the Ancient Greek, with GOYS meaning "ΓΟΗΣ" which is the term for magick. Magicians were literally called "GOETES". This means
"seducer", but the term Seducer had an occult meaning, not that of seducing sexually, but of using the forces of nature for one's will, "Seducing" them.

Then, we have the angry Jewish trolls, that somehow state that "names are so important", while they themselves have like...500 names to address the same thought-form that they worship. Why is it that? Because names are largely worthless, except of the innate power they have. When one calls into a name of deity, it doesn't matter exactly which name you use, you can call Satan as Satan, or if you are afraid of Satan because the boogie man will eat you, call him Lucifer, or whatever, but one has to make sure its Ancient. Ancient Names have more power, and are more sanctified, being closer to the spiritual language.

Most names are also epithets. Such as "Strong, Honest", the list goes.

The best way to put this, is that this is like a telephone line. The same being will answer, but you can call different numbers, so to say. They own all the telephones that Gentiles have ascribed to them. It's not a big problem in a functional sense. But if we want to get technical, we have to use names that are actually Ancient and Powerful. You simply cannot call a God "Tom" or "Bob". The sound has a significance that ties into the occult.

The Satanic Demons are all basically, the most Ancient Gods. Jewish grimoires have a specific few there, for the sake of blasphemy and binding, but at the same time, these are the most important Pagan Gods basically in these books. This is basically what comparative archeology/theology reveals. That basically, it's the same deities, ideas, all traveling with their own native people, but just changing dialects.

Lastly, in the Ancient Pagan war, we see no religious warfare. Pantheons sometimes are mixed, improved, and sourced somewhere. This takes circles, and comes in the same point. In other words, they aren't obsessing on the telephone numbers from which they call the Gods, they don't have hate for the different statues or types of architecture. This just expresses the Soul. What is important is that all of them do actually know the same Gods (ETs if you will) in the highest level. This is why you see very easy absorption of cultures, and basically, all the mystics and others were basically the same kind, used the same methods, etc. Because these methods and these beings are eternal.

This is what we are bringing in the front again, in a fully version: We call it SPIRITUAL SATANISM.

I will take a few examples here.
The first example, is Him that we call Satan. Which as has been stated again, comes from the Satyan of Sanskrit, which means Eternal Truth. Because of the power of the Name. What is a MORE divine title to address one's God but TRUTH? This settles it. Of course, the jews avoid speaking this very frequently, as they sure as fuck know, it's better not to. This is why you will see some kikes and other imbeciles obsessed with calling Satan in any other name. Shiva is the lord associated with Highest Truth as well, to name on example. We cannot put all the knowledge in one post, as this would take a book.

The Demons by reverence and respect, as in the Ancient Pagan times, they appreciate people who are dedicated to Truth. And they will answer them, help them, and assist them to become as the Gods. Truth is an empty term in English anymore, but in Greek and Egyptian language, this means REMEMBRANCE. It literally means, to remember the Gods that gave us life, remembrance. This is to literally, remember in a clear sense.

One example is the God "Bifrons". Bifrons literally in Rome was a deity, and this means "Two Headed God". Bifrons was called "Janus Bifrons". This is because of the ability of the God to be all knowing, knowing past and future. They give him the head of akin to Dionysus, and also, if you pay attention at the Hindu deities, we have more than one head, sometimes four. This is to show the four pillars, and absolute knowledge: Nothing is outside the knowledge of this particular God.

Another example, is Astaroth. The name of Austria, is OSTEREICH. "ASTRA" in Ancient Greek means Stars. Austria literally means, land of the Stars, or even of Astaroth. "DEUSCHLAND" means Land of ZEUS, as Deus and Zeus is interchangeable. "OSTERREICH" means Austria, Hitler's fatherland.

Astaroth or Aphrodite, or Venus to the Romans. Ishtar, or Astaroth, basically has the same story in Sanskrit, with her lover Tammuz, and his death, which threw her in great depression... The relation is obvious. Aphrodite also had her lover Adonis, from where the kikes stole the name "Adonai" to call their thoughtform from. In the name of Astaroth, which the jews turned to Astoreth, meaning "Excrement" or something like that, we still celebrate Easter, or Ostara, the Fertility celebration. The qualities of Astaroth/Aphrodite/Venus are all the same, she is the goddess of love, procreation, and fertility, and Divine beauty. She can also become extremely vengeful and is a Warrior Goddess. This is only one example.

Then we have Apollo, the Sun God, which we could easily say is Amon Ra or Horus. The far easterners, he was Shamash, the lord of the Sun, and to the Germanics, he was the God SOL, whom we also have the Rune SOL nowadays. In the bible, he is ridiculed and attacked, named "Apollyon", which means, Angel
of Death. Now of course, we can see the blasphemy here. The life-giving Sun God, becomes a bringer of death. He brings pestilence, is in the underworld, death and pain, and is an evil entity in the bible. Pure kike blasphemy pretty much.

**Charon.** Charon literally means the ferrier, is a Greek Word, who takes the Souls to the Afterlife, and transports souls to the afterlife. Let's not forget that the Norse HEL, was just ripped off as it was, and made into HELL. The lower world had no "Evil" ethical thing in the Ancient World. The "Cthonic" or "Dark" Gods were equally good and useful, as the Gods in the "Upper World".

Now the jews have attacked Zeus by calling him Mammon, just a name for money and nothing else. Why? Because Zeus in Ancient Greece, aside all his other qualities, and being the par excellence Symbol of the Human Soul (And therefore leader of the Gods, the Chakras) was the giver of riches. Those who were very rich, were blessed by Zeus according to tradition. Of course, the jews ripped Zeus into "IE-ZEUS" which means "I INVOKE ZEUS" in Ancient Greek, or "COME ZEUS", and this later was ripped off to become a name of the jewish Rabbi, "IE-SUS", completely a lie and unrelated.

Revelation 2-12
“To the angel of the church in Pergamum write: ‘I know your works, and where you dwell... where Satan’s throne is.”

The Pergamon and the Throne of Satan, is actually the Temple of Zeus. Adolf Hitler wanted to create an exactly same Temple in Germany. Bcz of course Goyim, he was a CHRISTIAN. Don't jews tell you these things?

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pergamon_Altar](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pergamon_Altar)

**Ares, the God of War,** is the par-excellence Masculine God, the master of brutal warfare, namely also, the God of the Berserking Rage. Ares can single handedly destroy a legion. He is THE male God. The Demon Andras, means "MAN" In Greek, and comes from the Etruscan ANER. The name Andrea is one example of this name, carried into the name of a person. Ares/Andras is also TYR, the God of Warfare. Ares is the literal name of the planet MARS in Greek:

“Day of Tiw (Tyr)” (Tiwesdæg), which was in turn based on the Latin Dies Martis, “Day of Mars.”

Of course, with might, comes also the ability to give justice, so Andras/Ares/Tyr is also a God of Justice.
"ARIOS" from which ARYAN does come, means "FIGHTER". Quite literally, it means the Race of Fighters and Warriors, and many Gods do also get the same Epithet. Of course, the Gods aren't dumb warmongers, and the stories deal mostly with helping us understand their spiritual qualities. Mars/Ares/Andras is for example, the Sacral chakra, of male warrior energy.

Then we have the Demon Balam, Balam is literally one that the jews hate, as they literally admit the being known as Balam, who was an Ancient Magician, was on the level of "God" basically. He was a literal God in the flesh. Balam is heavily cursed and attacked in the bible. Balam was a physical descendant of the Ancient Gods, from the Race of the "Giants" whom the jews hated (Note Whites). Baal-Am actually would mean "Lord God", and AM and AN are nasal interchangeable sounds. Initially, Balam launches a curse, that kills most of the jews single handedly- of course this probably being a real event, and then the jews write some crap on how they put him to repent (Pseudohistory for guillible goyim). If he so repented, why is he cursed to die still by Talmudic Rabbis? I let that to the thinking of the readers...

Then we have "ASMODEUS". Asmodeus was another, flesh and bone, God. The name is entirely Greek. "ASMO-DEUS" means the God that sings to Zeus, probably coming from "ASMA" which means divine incantation. As revealed below, the name means "Fire of Truth" or "Divine Fire" basically.

It's also supported this comes from Ozymandias, the name of Ramses the Great. Maybe they had a close relation? It's plausible as a hypothesis.

From Jewpedia on Asmodeus:

Judaism's Asmodeus (Talmudic 'šmd'y, Book of Tobit asmodios) derives from Avestan aeshma.daeva.

In the hierarchy of Zoroastrian demons (daevas) that mirrors a similar hierarchy of divinities, Aeshma is opposed to Asha Vahishta, the Amesha Spenta that is the hypostasis of "Truth." This opposition also reflects Aeshma's position as messenger of Angra Mainyu (Yasht 19.46), for in the hierarchy of divinities, Asha is the messenger of Spenta Mainyu, the instrument through which Ahura Mazda's realized ("created by His thought") creation.

It can go on and on...

But I hope this conveyed the point.